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spaces are generally grouped around courtyards. The
courtyards come in various sizes; they are planted and
shaded, and give a sense of privacy, natural ventila
tion, and coolness. The warm orange and yellow
colours of the walls add a vibrant dimension.
The Institute was built entirely of stabilized earth
bricks. The earth was procured from land some 3
kilometres away, and the cement used for the
stabilization (the only import) came from Togo. The
vaulted and domed roofs, also built of stabilized
bricks, were mounted by the masons without the use
of shuttering and show daring and virtuosity.
This stabilized earth brick technology, developed by
the ADAUA, achieved spectacular results by setting
rigorous standards. The Panafrican Institute for
Development demonstrates a precision that is unusual
in earth construction. Its crisp silhouettes and shaded
spaces make a sophisticated statement that fits the
hard light of the Sahel.
In the words of the Jury's citation:

From the early 1970s, it became increasingly clear that
the African continent would be unable to resolve its
development problems by simply adopting Western
models. It was necessary to invent new models that
would be better adapted to local resources and
conditions. In 1978, the Panafrican Institute for
Development commissioned the Association pour le
développement d'une architecture et d'un urbanisme
africains (ADAUA) to design and build the future

campus of the Panafrican Institute for Development in
the Sahel, at Ouagadougou. This project was entirely
realized in stabilized earth brick. It aimed to demon
strate the creative potential of local materials and their
appropriateness to the social and cultural context as
well as to the climate of the Sahel region.
The objectives of this project were threefold: firstly,
to design a viable type of construction using local
materials; secondly, to make maximum use of local
resources, both in material and labour, therebyreducing costs and foreign imports; and finally, by
choosing to use traditional building techniques which
require intensive labour, to create many jobs, and train
masons and brick-makers. In the long term, this could
lead to the creation of co-operatives that would help
disseminate these objectives and these building
techniques.
The campus of the Institute, built on a six-hectare
plot given by the government, includes a teaching and
administrative centre with an attached library and
restaurant, housing for seventy-two students, and nine
detached villas for the professors. These structures
form a dense, urban-like fabric. Most of the buildings
are designed on an introverted plan, and covered

This project demonstrates the creatine potential of
local materials and their appropriateness to the sociocultural context and the climatic constraints of the
Sahel region. The Institute represents one of the most
impressive contemporary realizations in stabilized
mud brick in Africa. It is a modern work that makes
use of improved, inexpensive materials and intermedi
ate building technologies, a good example of architec
tural ingenuity and technical virtuosity. The architec
tural environment, inspired by the work of Hassan
Fathy, is created by a complex variety of rich, vault
and dome forms, and the interior courtyards and
verandas temper the harsh climate. The design is
inspired by the organ ization of space in Volta Vil
lages. Brick patterns and graphic art enliven and
unify the complex. The Institute embodies integrated
development, community training and technical
mastery.
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ABOVE: General site plan showing,clockwise from top left,
student housing, professors' housing, and teaching and
administrative centre; BELOW: Plan of administration
building, classrooms and restaurant.
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The architectural forms of the Institute, while genetically
derived from the Nubian vault and dome system popularized
by Hassan Fathy, are specifically influenced by the playful,
vernacular structures in the Upper Volta region, which have
colourful graphic patterns inscribed on their façades;
BELOW: Plan of the administration building, with offices
organized around an open central court.
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/n describing Ibis project, Jak Vauthrin, the founder of the
ADAUA, bas said, "we used our imagination and powers of
invention to set up the first small industries for producing
bricks from earth to show that the local lateritic soil con
tains all that is needed to build any building required";
ABOVE AND BELOW: Sections through administration
building.

